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Abstract—As the product of combining Internet of Things
(IoT), cloud computing and traditional healthcare, Intelligent IoT
Healthcare (IIoTH) brings us a lot of convenience, meanwhile se-
curity and privacy issues have attracted great attention. Dynamic
searchable symmetric encryption (DSSE) technique can make
the user search the dynamic healthcare information from IIoTH
system under the condition that the privacy is protected. In this
paper, a novel privacy-preserving DSSE scheme for IIoTH system
is proposed. It is the first DSSE scheme designed for PHR files
database with forward security. We construct the secure index
based on hash chain and realize trapdoor updates for resisting
file injection attacks. In addition, we realize fine-grained search
over encrypted PHR files database of attribute-value type. When
the user executes search operations, he/she gets only a matched
attribute value instead of the whole file. As a result, the commu-
nication cost is reduced and the disclosure of patient’s privacy is
minimized. The proposed scheme also achieves attribute access
control, which allows users have different access authorities to
attribute values. The specific security analysis and experiments
show the security and the efficiency of the proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Intelligent Internet of Things Healthcare, for-
ward security, attribute access control, searchable encryption,
privacy preserving

I. INTRODUCTION

INTELLIGENT IoT Healthcare (IIoTH) system [1–3] has
been rapidly developed in recent years. It is generated

by integrating Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing
into traditional healthcare. In an IIoTH system, a set of IoT
devices (e.g, smart bracelets) that construct wireless body area
networks, can continuously collect patient’s health data (e.g,
blood presure). These data are periodically aggregated into
Personal Health Records (PHRs) by the IoT gateway, and then
are uploaded to the cloud. In this way, IIoTH not only provides
timely diagnosis and evidence of health misdiagnosis, but also
greatly facilitates access and share with low local storage costs.

Protecting the privacy of patients is a big challenge in IIoTH
system [4, 5]. Therefore, it is necessary to encrypt the PHR
files before the PHR files are outsourced to the cloud. Whereas,
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the encrypted data loses the ability of being searched based on
keyword. Searchable Encryption (SE) technology successfully
realizes the direct search on the encrypted data. The concept
of searchable encryption was firstly proposed in [6]. In order
to improve efficiency, Goh et al. [7] designed a secure index
based on bloom filter for constructing Searchable Symmetric
Encryption (SSE) scheme. Curmola et al. [8] employed the
structure of inverted index to construct SSE scheme, which
greatly improved the search efficiency. Boneh et al. [9] first
proposed Public key Encryption with Keyword Search (PEKS)
mechanism, which was motivated by the retrieval of encrypted
email system. Compared with SSE technology, the PEKS
mechanism brings higher computation overhead. However, it
can easily achieve richer and more complex functions [10–14].

In IIoTH system, PHR files usually adopt standardized data
format, that is, the data format of attribute-value type. In
attribute-value type database [15, 16], each entry has a unique
identifier which represents a file containing multiple attributes.
Each attribute of the file corresponds to an attribute value.
Some searchable encryption schemes for healthcare have been
proposed [2, 17]. Nonetheless, these schemes must return the
entire PHR file when the user performs search operation.
Actually, the user may need to get only a certain attribute
value but not the whole file. For example, the researcher should
search to get only the allergy information of some patient
but not the patient identity and others in the encrypted PHR
from IIoTH system. Clearly, the existing schemes not only
bring communication burden, but also leak extra information
to users. In addition, PHR files include much sensitive attribute
information of patients, which should not be accessed by
anyone. Only the users authorized by hospital (such as doctors)
can access the attribute value of PHR files. Some attribute
access control keyword search and data sharing schemes are
proposed [18–20]. However, these schemes adopt public key
encryption, which incurs high computation overhead.

In IIoTH system, PHR files often require to be dynamically
updated. As a result, it is significant to design SSE schemes
that can support dynamic updates. Some dynamic searchable
symmetric encryption (DSSE) schemes have been put forward
[21, 22]. However, these schemes cannot resist file injection
attacks [23] when the PHR file is updated. The cloud server
is able to infer the encrypted keyword in the trapdoor by
injecting the forged files into searched database. This kind of
powerful attacks seriously damage the privacy of patients. How
to resist file injection attacks has been becoming a hot topic
of DSSE. Stefanov et al. [24] firstly introduced the definition
of forward security for resisting this attack, which requires
the update trapdoor cannot be linked with previous trapdoors.
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Bost proposed Σoφoς scheme with forward security [25],
in which one-way trapdoor permutation function is used to
update trapdoors. Song et al. [26] presented two efficient DSSE
schemes with forward security. The proposed schemes adopted
the similar hash chain with Σoφoς scheme. Zuo et al. [27]
presented a forward secure DSSE scheme based on bitmap
index and homomorphic addition encryption. Unfortunately,
the existing DSSE schemes with forward security cannot be
directly applied to IIoTH system in which PHR files are stored
in the form of attribute-value type due to the following reasons.
Firstly, existing DSSE schemes with forward security are
designed for traditional file system but not for attribute-type
database. Using previous schemes, cloud server may return
redundant files to the user. The reason is that different attribute
values may contain the same keyword in PHRs. Assume a
user wants to search files whose attribute att value contains
keyword w. Using previous schemes, the user sends trapdoor
obtained by encrypting keyword w to the cloud server. And
then the cloud server returns all the files contain keyword w.
These returned files also contain some files whose another
attribute att′ value contains the keyword w, except the files
with attribute att value containing the keyword w. So some
of these returned files are not what the user requires and may
contain the privacy information of patients. Secondly, the user
might often need to get only one certain attribute value but
not the entire file by performing search operations. Using
previous schemes, the user will have to get the whole file
containing extra attribute values, which obviously leaks the
extra information of patients. In conclusion, previous schemes
not only bring communication burden to the user, but also
cause more information leakage. As a result, how to design
forward secure DSSE scheme for IIoTH system is still an
unsolved problem.

In this paper, a novel Privacy-Preserving DSSE (PPDSSE)
scheme for IIoTH system is proposed. It is the first DSSE
scheme that can be well applied to PHR files database and
be against file injection attacks. In order to achieve forward
security, we construct a hash chain for each keyword of each
attribute. For each update, a fixed length bit string is randomly
chosen as a new state, which is used to update trapdoor. The
update trapdoor cannot match the previous search trapdoors.
Moreover, our scheme can realize fine-grained search and
condition search over PHR database of attribute-value type.
Condition search refers to searching the value of another
attribute att′ on the condition that a certain attribute att
value contains search keyword w. Specially, based on the
keyword w contained in the attribute att value, the user can
only know another attribute att′ value by executing condition
search. Condition search, as a novel notion, is suitable for
IIoTH system. As a result, the disclosure of patient’s privacy
is minimized and the communication cost is reduced. Our
scheme also achieves attribute access control, which allows
different users have different access authorities to attribute
values. Finally, the specific security analysis and experimental
results indicate our scheme is secure and efficient.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. The next
section presents the system model, design goals, notations,
personal health record and bitmap index. Section III introduces

our scheme in detail. In Section IV and section V, we respec-
tively give security analysis and experimental evaluation. We
conclude this paper in the last section.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. System Model

Fig. 1: Overview of the system model

As shown in the Fig. 1, there are multiple different kinds
of entities in the system model: Patients, Doctors and Nurses,
Hospital and Cloud server.

• Patients: As the data owner, they would like to store
the collected vital signal data from wearing IoT devices
on the cloud server. First of all, the collected data is
periodically integrated into PHR files by honest IoT
gateway. Then, IoT gateway constructs secure index and
encrypts each attribute value of each file. Finally, the
secure index and the set of encrypted PHR files are both
uploaded to the cloud server.

• Doctors and Nurses: As the data users, they would like
to search some patients’ personal health information or
do research on a certain kind of disease. They require to
generate the search trapdoor corresponding to the search
keyword. And then send the trapdoor to the cloud server.
For convenience of description, we use users to represent
doctors and nurses in the next section.

• Cloud server: After receiving the trapdoor, the cloud
server performs search operations based on the secure
index. And then it judges whether the user has access to
the attributes of matched files. Finally, the cloud server
returns the matched value that user is allowed to access.
In addition, cloud server is assumed to be honest and
curious. It honestly executes the search operation, update
operation and returns the correct file set containing the
search keyword to user. However, the cloud server is
curious about the contents of files. It desires to get more
valuable knowledge from the received data.

• Hospital: Hospital is responsible for generating the en-
crypted/decrypted keys of PHR files. Only patients and
users authorized by the hospital are able to encrypt or
decrypt files.
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TABLE I: Notations and Descriptions
Notations Descriptions
DB The PHR files database
EDB The encrypted PHR files database
λ The secure parameter
w The keyword
tw The trapdoor
ATT The set of attribute ATT = {att1, att2, ..., attn}
att The attribute
n The number of attributes
W The keyword set W = {Watt1 ,Watt2 , ...}
|W| The total number of keywords included in W
Watt The keyword set related to the attribute att: Watt =

{w1, w2, ..., wi, ...}
|Watt| The number of keywords included in Watt

stc The latest state
bs The identifier of PHR file
Vbs,att The value corresponding to the attribute att in bs
Cbs,att The encrypted value set corresponding to Vbs,att
Vatt,w The value set corresponding to the attribute att

including keyword w
Catt,w The encrypted value set corresponding to Vatt,w
DB(w) The set of files containing keyword w
DB(u, att) The set of files in which user u is allowed to access

attribute att
Rbs The encrypted files corresponding to bs
m The largest number of files

TABLE II: Attribute-value type database

Ind
Value Attribute

att1 att2 att3 ... attn

ind1 V1,1 V1,2 ⊥ ... V1,n
ind2 ⊥ V2,2 V2,3 ... V2,n
... ... ... ... ... ...
indm Vm,1 Vm,2 Vm,3 ... Vm,n

B. Design Goals

The following requirements should be satisfied in the pro-
posed scheme.

• Searchability. The proposed scheme should support key-
word search and condition search. Compared with other
DSSE schemes, the proposed scheme should allow user
to obtain an attribute value of the file.

• Dynamic update. The proposed scheme should be able to
dynamically update users and files.

• Forward security. A newly updated trapdoor cannot be
linked with previous search trapdoors in the proposed
scheme.

• Attribute access control. In PHR files, some privacy
information (i.e., ID number, mobile phone number, home
address) is very important for patients, which should not
be allowed to access arbitrarily. The proposed scheme
should support different users have different access au-
thorities to attribute values.

• Privacy preserving. The proposed scheme should ensure
that the meaningful knowledge from the encrypted PHR
files and the stored secure index are not known by the
cloud server, except for permitted leakage.

• Efficiency. The cloud server should efficiently return the
matched search results to the user.

C. Notations

The common notations in this paper are described in Table
I.

D. Personal Health Record(PHR)

We show a simple attribute-value type database for PHR
in TABLE.II. In such a database, each row represents a PHR
record(file) identified by a unique identifier. Each PHR has
multiple attributes and each attribute corresponds to one value.
If the PHR does not contain one attribute, the corresponding
value is set to ⊥. As shown in TABLE.II, there are m
records, n attributes and each attribute of each record has a
corresponding value. For record ind1, the value of att1 is V1,1.
The value of att3 is ⊥, which represents the record ind1 does
not contain the attribute att3. In addition, the same attribute
for different records may have the same value.

E. Bitmap Index

Bitmap index: Assume there are total m files at most. In
our scheme, the file identifier is denoted by bitmap index that
actually is a bit string with m bits. We set the bits of bitmap
from the right to the left. If the file fi exists, we set the i-th bit
of the bitmap to 1; otherwise, set it to 0. We show an example
with m = 4 shown in Fig. 2. Suppose that there exists one file
f1 (Fig. 2.(a)) initially. When a file f2 is added, we require to
produce a bit string 22 = 0100 and XOR with the original bit
string (Fig. 2.(b)). If the file f1 is deleted, we also require to
produce a bit string 21 = 0010 and XOR with the original bit
string (Fig. 2.(c)).

Fig. 2: Bitmap index

III. CONSTRUCTION OF OUR WORK

In this section, we describe the constructed PPDSSE scheme
in detail.

Fig. 3: Secure index

A. The Detailed Construction

The proposed scheme makes the definition of Π = {Setup,
BuildIndex, Update, Search, Dec}. First of all, we illustrate
some used symbols and functions: f, g, y, ϕ are pseudo-
random functions; H1, H2 are hash functions. We use λ to
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denote the secure parameter for secret keys and the bit length
of state. We use µ, l, η, ς to denote the output length of
pseudo-random functions. Let m be the maximum number of
files that scheme can support. Namely, the length of bitmap
index is m. Hash function H1 and H2 are both used to encrypt
the trapdoor and the state. So we use l + λ to denote the
input length of hash functions and use γ to denote the output
length of hash function H1. Because the output of H2 requires
to XOR with previous state and bitmap index, the output
length of H2 is m + λ. We use {0, 1}∗ to denote the set of
bit strings with arbitrary length. Let kui

, k1 and k2 be the
secret keys with λ bits for pseudo-random functions f, y, ϕ
respectively. Let kw be the secret key with ς bits for pseudo-
random function g. These functions are defined as follows:
f : {0, 1}∗ × kui

→ {0, 1}µ, g : {0, 1}∗ × kw → {0, 1}l,
y : {0, 1}∗ × k1 → {0, 1}η , ϕ : {0, 1}∗ × k2 → {0, 1}ς ,
H1 : {0, 1}l+λ → {0, 1}γ , H2 : {0, 1}l+λ → {0, 1}m+λ. The
detailed algorithms in the proposed scheme are described as
the following:
Setup(1λ): Input a secure parameter λ to generate a key set
{k1, k2, ks, kui

}. Specially, k1, k2 is used to encrypt attributes;
ks is used to encrypt search keyword; kui is the secret key of
user ui, which is used to encrypt the user’s identification and
the accessed attribute. The hospital generates a symmetric key
ke used to encrypt/decrypt files. Only patients and users with
hospital authorization can get the symmetric key ke to encrypt
or decrypt files.

Algorithm 1 Setup
Input: The security parameter λ.
Output: The secret key set K.

Patient:
1: k1, k2, ks, kui ← {0, 1}λ;

Hospital:
2: ke ← SKE.Gen(1λ);
3: Return K = {k1, k2, ks, kui , ke}.

BuildIndex(K,DB;⊥):
1) Scan the PHR file database DB to extract

different keywords and construct keyword set
W={{Watt1}, {Watt2}, · · · , {Wattn}};

2) Each attribute value of each PHR file is encrypt-
ed separately using symmetric encryption primitive
Cbs,att=SKE.Enc(ke, Vbs,att);

3) In order to improve search efficiency, initialize an empty
map T . The map T is used to construct the secure
index in the form of dynamic list with two columns.
The first column is used to store newly updated trapdoor
information and the second column is used to store newly
updated PHR identifier information. One new row will be
added into secure index for each update. Fig. 3 shows the
secure index of the keyword w of attribute att. The secure
index has been updated c times. It is stored on the cloud
server;

4) Initialize an empty map Σ which is a dynamic list with
two rows to map the relation between keyword and the
latest state. The first row is used to store keyword and
the second row is used to store the latest state. A new
row will be added into Σ when a new keyword is added.

It is stored by patients and users;
5) Initialize an empty map A to map the relation between

user’s identifier information and user’s attribute access
authority. The map A is a dynamic list with two columns.
The first column is used to store user’s identifier and
access attribute information, and the second column is
used to store user’s attribute access authority. User’s
attribute access authority is represented by bit string. If
the user is allowed to access this attribute of the PHR,
the corresponding PHR position is set to 1, otherwise is
set to 0. We will add (delete) n rows in A when a user
is added (deleted). It is stored on the cloud server.

Algorithm 2 BuildIndex
Input: The PHR file database DB.
Output: The keyword set W , encrypted PHR file and empty maps T,Σ

and A.
IoT gateway:

1: for each att ∈ ATT do
2: for each bs ∈ DB do
3: Extract keyword and construct keyword set Watt;
4: Cbs,att = SKE.Enc(ke, Vbs,att);
5: end for
6: end for
7: Initialize three empty maps T,Σ and A.
8: Return W, {Cbs,att}, T,Σ and A.

Algorithm 3 Updatef
Input: The secret key set K, the file identifier bs, the attribute att, the

keyword w, the state stc and user ui.
Output: The latest state stc+1, the index location v and the update index

information e.
Patient:

1: {t} ← ∅;
2: stc ← Σ[att||w], katt ← yk1 (att);
3: kw ← ϕk2 (att), tw ← gkw (w);
4: if stc = ⊥ then
5: st1 ← {0, 1}λ, v ← H1(tw||st1);
6: e← H2(tw||st1)⊕ (⊥||bs);
7: else
8: stc+1 ← {0, 1}λ, v ← H1(tw||stc+1);
9: e← H2(tw||stc+1)⊕ (stc||bs);

10: end if
11: Σ[att||w]← stc+1;
12: for all users ui allowed to access attribute att do
13: ti ← fkui

(ui||att), {t} ← {t} ∪ ti;
14: end for
15: Send (v, e, {t}, bs) to the cloud server.

Cloud server:
16: T [v]← e;
17: for ti ∈ {t} do
18: z ← A[ti]⊕ bs, A[ti]← z;
19: end for
20: Return T,A.

Update(K, bs, att, w, st;EDB, u,A): When the patient wants
to update (i.e.,add or delete) a file bs which includes the value
of attribute att containing keyword w. She/He firstly encrypts
the attribute att to generate a key kw, which is used for
encrypting the keyword w to generate the update trapdoor tw.
Forward security requires the update trapdoor cannot match
previous search trapdoors. Therefore, for achieving forward
security, the trapdoor should be updated when an update
happens. The patient randomly chooses λ bit string as a new
state to generate a new location in the index T . The generated
new index information is stored in the newly updated location.
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The previous state is embedded in the newly generated index
information. In addition, attribute access array also needs to
be updated. The update of attribute access array includes two
aspects: one is the update of file; the other is the update of
the user.
• File update. If the user can access the certain attribute

of the update file, the corresponding value of access
attribute in attribute access array A should be updated.
The patient sends the updated file identifier and the
location information to the cloud server. The location
information denotes the entry location of the attribute
that the user is allowed to access in A. According to the
location information of A, the cloud server retrieves the
corresponding value, which is performed XOR operation
with the updated file identifier. The array A is updated in
this way.

• User update. If the user ui leaves the hospital, the user ui
cannot to access the files in IIoTH system any more. The
hospital should revoke all access authorities of the user
ui. All entries associated with the user ui are deleted from
A by the cloud server. If the user uj joins the hospital, the
hospital authorizes the user uj to access certain attributes
of PHR files. Attribute entries associated with the user uj
should be added into A by the cloud server.

Algorithm 4 Updateu
Input: The secret key kui , kuj , the added user identifier ui, the allowed

access attribute atti and the deleted user identifier uj .
Output: The updated information {a}, {d}, {bs}.

Hospital:
1: {d}, {a}, {bs} ← ∅;
2: for atti ∈ ATT do
3: ai = fkui

(ui||atti), di = fkuj
(uj ||atti);

4: {a} ← {a} ∪ ai, {d} ← {d} ∪ di;
5: The corresponding bit positions of the files that can be accessed are

set to 1 and the remaining are set to 0, generating bsi;
6: {bs} ← {bs} ∪ bsi
7: end for
8: Send ({a}, {bs}, {d}) to the cloud server.

Cloud server:
9: for ai ∈ {a}, bsi ∈ {bs} do

10: A[ai]← A[ai]⊕ bsi;
11: end for
12: for di ∈ {d} do
13: Remove A[di];
14: end for
15: Return A.

Keyword Search(K, att, w, stc;EDB,T,A): When the user
wants to search the value of the certain attribute containing an
interested keyword, she/he needs to encrypt the search attribute
and the keyword to generate search trapdoor. Then she/he
sends the search trapdoor tw, the encrypted attribute katt and
the latest state stc to the cloud server. The latest state can
be got from the state list Σ. When the cloud server receives
above information, it is able to compute the location in secure
index T based on the search trapdoor and the latest state stc.
The cloud server can obtain all previous states and bitmap by
decrypting the index information corresponding to the index
location. Finally, the cloud server XORs the bit map bsi to get
the final result sume, which is composed by the identifiers of
all files containing the search keyword. Specially, in order to
save storage space of the cloud server, after each search, the

Algorithm 5 Keyword search
Input: The secret key set K, the latest state stc, the attribute att, the

search keyword w and the user identifier u.
Output: The search result bs.

User:
1: stc ← Σ[att||w];
2: if stc

.
=⊥ then

3: Return ∅;
4: else
5: katt ← yk1 (att), kw ← ϕk2 (att);
6: tw ← gkw (w), s← fku (u||att);
7: end if
8: Send (katt, stc, tw , s) to the cloud server.

Cloud server:
9: sume ← 0, st← stc;

10: while stc 6=⊥ do
11: v ← H1(tw||stc), e← T [v];
12: (stc−1||bs)← e⊕H2(tw||stc);
13: stc ← stc−1;
14: sume ← sume ⊕ bs;
15: Remove T [v];
16: end while
17: T [v]← H2(tw||st)⊕ (⊥||sume).
18: z ← sume ∧A[s];
19: for (i = 0; i < m; i+ +) do
20: if (z[i]=1) then
21: The search result r[i] = 1, other m− 1 bits are 0.
22: The file identifier obtained above is used to locate the row and

the encrypted attribute katt to locate the column in the PHR files
database. The intersection of the row and column is the search
attribute value.

23: r[i]← 0;
24: end if
25: end for
26: Send the encrypted attribute value Cr,att to the user.

cloud server removes the entries related to the search keyword
and stores the final result sume corresponding to the current
state stc in the secure index. Different users have different
access authorities to the attributes of files. In order to achieve
fine-grained access control, we construct a dynamic list with
two columns. The first column is user’s information that is
obtained by encrypting user’s identifier and accessed attribute,
and the second column is access authority information that
indicates which PHRs contain the attribute the user can access.
Access authority information is represented by bitmap index.
Specially, the length of bitmap index is equal to the maximum
number of records that the scheme can support. If the user has
access authority to the attribute of the PHR, the corresponding
bit position is set to 1, otherwise is set to 0. In order to
implement fine-grained access control, the user only needs to
send the user’s information generated by encrypting identifier
and accessed attribute with his/her own private key to the
cloud server. After searching PHRs containing the interested
keyword based on the trapdoor, the cloud server needs to judge
whether the user can access the attribute of PHRs. It performs
AND operation on the access authority corresponding to user’s
information in A and the search result sume (Algorithm 5,
lines 22-29). The bit position 1 of the result indicates that
the user has the access authority to the attribute of the file;
otherwise, does not have. In this way, the cloud server can
judge whether the user has access to PHRs or attributes.
Condition Search(K, att′, att, w, stc;EDB,T,A): When the
user would like to search the value of another attribute att′ on
the matched condition that the attribute att contains the search
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keyword w, the user generates the trapdoors by encrypting
keyword w contained in attribute att value and attributes
att′. Especially, the key for encrypting the keyword w is
obtained by encrypting attribute att. And then the user sends
the trapdoor to the cloud server. The cloud server searches
for finding the file identifiers by using the trapdoor of the
keyword w contained attribute att value. It firstly locates the
corresponding row in the encrypted PHRs database, and then
locates the corresponding column by the trapdoor of attribute
att′. The intersection of the row and the column is the value
of searched attribute.
Dec(ke, Cr,att): When the user receives the encrypted value,
he/she decrypts the encrypted value with symmetric encryption
key by computing Vr,att ← Dec(ke, Cr,att).

B. A Toy Example

In order to help reader better understand, we analyze a
simple example to illustrate the scheme.

TABLE III: an example of attribute-value type EHR files
Ind Name Gender Allergy Symptom
0001 Alice Female ⊥ Cough, runny nose, sore throat
0010 Bob Male Penicillin Fatigue, stuffy, fever, headache
0100 Alice Female ⊥ Stomachache

Assume the largest number of files is 4 (i.e., m = 4).
We take Table III as an example. As shown in the Table
III, there are three files and four attributes. Each entry is
identified with a unique bit string and the attribute set is
ATT={Name,Gender,Allergy, Symptom}. Suppose one
doctor (i.e., ud) and one nurse (i.e., un) can access the PHR
database. They both can access attributes Name, Gender and
Symptom. But only one of them can access Allgery allowed
ud. Now, we construct the secure index and the attribute access
array based on the attribute-value type database. Note that we
have illustrated only one of these attributes (i.e., Name) in
detail.

1) Constructing secure index T
• Extract keywords for each attribute to generate

keyword set W:
W={WName,WGender,WAllgery,WSymptom},
where WName = {Alice,Bob} et al.;

• Construct the file set containing keyword:
DB(Alice) = {0001, 0100}, DB(Bob) = {0001};

• Encrypt attribute: kName1=yk1 (Name),
kName2=ϕk2 (Name);

• Encrypt keyword: tAlice = gkName2
(Alice),

tBob = gkName2
(Bob);

• For each update, choose a bit string as new state
stc ← {0, 1}λ;

• Encrypt each attribute value in PHR files database:
Cbs,att = SKE.Enc(ke, Vbs,att).

2) Constructing the attribute access array A
• Build the set of files for attributes that each

user can access: DB(ud, Name) = {0111},
DB(ud, Gender) = {0111}, DB(ud, Allergy) =

{0111}, DB(ud, Symptom) = {0111}. User un adopts
the same method to generate DB(un, att).

The secure index for the attribute Name is shown in Fig. 4.(a).
The attribute access array A is shown in Table IV. In addition,
patients and users need to store a state array Σ containing the
latest state of each keyword for each attribute. We show it in
Fig. 4.(b). We give a simple example of condition search to

TABLE IV: Attribute access array A
User information Access authority
fkud

(ud, Name) 0111
fkud

(ud, Gender) 0111
fkud

(ud, Allergy) 0111
fkud

(ud, Symptom) 0111
fkun

(un, Name) 0111
fkun

(un, Gender) 0111
fkun

(un, Allergy) 0000
fkun

(un, Symptom) 0111

Fig. 4: Secure index and state array

illustrate the search process. Assume doctor ud desires to know
the allergy of Alice. That is to say, ud wants to search the value
of Allergy on the matched condition that Name = Alice.

First, ud needs to generate search trapdoors:
tAlice = gkName

(Alice), kName = ϕk2(Name), kAllergy =
yk1(Allergy). And then sends the search trapdoors and the
latest state st2 for keyword Alice to the cloud server. Second,
when the cloud server receives above information, it gets
the location in the index T by computing H1(tAlice||st2). In
this way, the cloud server can get file identifiers containing
the keyword Alice: 0100 ⊕ 0001 = 0101. Third, the cloud
server needs to know whether user ud can access the
attribute Allergy of files 0101. The cloud server receives
the information s = fkud

(ud, Allergy) from ud. It is able to
search A[s] (i.e., A[s] = 0111). We have A[s]∧ 0101 = 0101.
It means ud1 is allowed to access the Allergy of file
0001 and file 0100. Finally, the cloud server searches the
corresponding attribute value from the encrypted database
in Table III and then returns c0001,Allergy=SKE.Enc{ke,⊥},
c0100,Allergy=SKE.Enc{ke,⊥} to ud.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS.
The proposed scheme satisfies the security definition of

secure searchable encryption [7]. The update query does not
leak the updated keywords, which makes the proposed scheme
satisfy the definition of forward security [24].

Theorem 1: Suppose y, ϕ and g are PRFs, and H1

and H2 are Hash functions. Leakage functions L =
(LSetup,LUpdate,LSearch) can be defined as follows: LSetup = (⊥),

LUpdate(i, bsi, w) = (i, bsi),
LSearch(att, w) = (sp(w), ap(w)),

(1)
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where sp(w)={i|for each query (i, w)} denotes search pattern,
ap(w) = {t1, t2, ..., tQ} denotes access pattern, ti = {i,DBi}
denotes the search query and ti = {i, bsi} denotes the update
query. Then our proposed scheme is an L − adaptively −
secure SSE scheme with forward security.
Proof. We prove this Theorem through a series of games.
Starting from RealΠA(λ), we give total five games. Any game
except the first is lightly different from the previous one.
We will show these games are indistinguishable. The final
game is IdealΠA,S(λ). Therefore, we know RealΠA(λ) is in-
distinguishable from IdealΠA,S(λ) according to the property of
indistinguishability.
Game G1: G1 has no difference with RealΠA(λ) except that
instead of using y to generate katt and using g to generate
tw, the game uses maps Token1 and Token2 to store (w||tw)
and (att||katt) pairs respectively. When tw needs to be used
in the search algorithm, the game first checks whether Token1

contains an entry related to w. If the entry related to w can be
found, the game returns tw; otherwise, an l bit string is chosen
randomly and stored in Token1 in the form of (w, tw) pairs.
When katt needs to be used in the search algorithm, the game
does the same as that for searching tw. The adversary cannot
distinguish pseudo-random functions g, y and truly random
functions.

Pr[RealΠA(λ) = 1]-Pr[G1 = 1] ≤ Adv(λ).

Game G2: G2 has no difference with G1 except using random
oracle to replace H1 to generate u. In G2, for each update
query, we randomly choose a string from {0, 1}n as the update
trapdoor and store it in the map L. For each search query,
we randomly choose a string to perform the random oracle
H1 such that H1[(tw||stc)]=L[tw||stc]. In G2, Σ requires to
maintain all states since the execution of the random oracle
requires all states of search keyword. If A makes a query on
H1 using tw||stc+1, a value u′ will be returned to A. It is very
likely that u′ 6= u. The reason is that L[tw||stc+1] hasn’t been
added to H1 and u′ is a string randomly picked by the oracle.
If the adversary A would like to query H1 with tw||stc+1, the
adversary A needs to guess the state stc+1, and the probability
is 1/2λ for the reason that each state is randomly chosen from
{0, 1}λ. Suppose a PPT A can make poly(λ) times queries at
most, we have

Pr[G2 = 1]-Pr[G1 = 1] ≤ p(λ)/(2λ + neg(λ)).

Game G3: G3 has no difference with G2 except that instead
of using H2 to generate e, H2 is modeled as a random oracle.
Thus, we have

Pr[G3=1]-Pr[G2=1]≤ p(λ)/(2λ + neg(λ)).

Game G4: G4 has no difference with G3 except that in G4,
the number of update is recorded by a counter v and the
update requests after the last search are recorded by a map
up. The counter v is set to 0 in the Setup algorithm. For each
update, v is increased by 1. In G3, adversary queries random
oracle by tw||stc+1. In contract, the random oracle is chosen
at random without knowing st in G4. For each update, cloud
server receives two random strings in G3 and G4. Thus, it is
impossible for adversary to distinguish G3 and G4. For each

search, cloud server receives four random strings and does the
same as that in G3. From the view of adversary A, what it
sees in G4 and that in G3 are distinguishable.

Pr[G4=1]-Pr[G3=1]=0.

IdealΠA,S(λ): The IdealΠA,S(λ) game has no difference with
G4 except using sp(w) and uh(w) to replace actual searches
and updates, where uh(w)={(j, bsj)|qj = (j, bsj , w)(1 ≤ j ≤
Q)}. The simulator S keeps two maps used to simulate random
oracle queries and uses a counter to store the update number.
For each update, S randomly chooses two strings. In the search
algorithm, w = min SP(w) is used to denote the first index
of w that was in the SP(w). It is because the trapdoor tw
can be generated by w. S can use uh instead of up in G4

to decide the update queries about keyword w. The simulator
S generates the view that is difficult to be distinguished from
the one generated in G4.

Pr[IdealΠA,S(λ)=1]−Pr[G4 = 1]=0.

From above all, we have

Pr[RealΠA(λ)=1]-Pr[IdealΠA,S(λ)=1]≤ negl(λ).

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we make comparison of functions with
other SSE schemes and analyze the performance of proposed
scheme with real-world database by experiments.

A. Functional Comparison

As we can see in TABLE V, only our proposed scheme
can simultaneously achieve keyword search, condition search,
file update, user update, forward security and attribute access
control.

TABLE V: Functional comparison of various schemes
Properties [8] [21] [25] [28] [29] Our scheme

Keyword search
√ √ √ √ √ √

Condition search × × × × ×
√

File update ×
√ √ √ √ √

User update × ×
√

×
√ √

Forward security × ×
√ √

×
√

Attribute access control × × ×
√ √ √

B. Performance Analysis

Experiments are run on a Linux OS equipped with 2.4GHz
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU 4GB RAM and 2GB RAM, which
are used to simulate cloud server, user and IoT gateway.
We use JAVA language on the Indian Liver Patient Dataset
(ILPD) dataset from the popular medical dataset [30]. The
ILPD dataset includes 583 instances and 11 attributes. We
instantiate pseudo-random functions f, g, y, ϕ with MD5, hash
functions H1 with SHA-1, H2 with SHA-256 and SSE with
AES. So the values of µ, l, η and ς are 128, the value of
γ is 160, the value of λ is 80 and the value of m is 176.
Note that in our system, wearing devices are used to collect
patients vital signs. After that, these collected vital signs are
integrated into Personal Heath Records through IoT gateway.
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Fig. 5: The time of
trapdoor generation

Fig. 6: The time of
trapdoor generation

Fig. 7: The time of
trapdoor generation

Fig. 8: The time
of search

Fig. 9: The time
of search

Fig. 10: The time
of search

Fig. 11: The time
of search

Fig. 12: The time
of search

Fig. 13: The time
of search

Fig. 14: The time
of search

Fig. 15: The time
of search

Fig. 16: The time
of search

Fig. 17: The time
of search

Fig. 18: The time
of updates

Fig. 19: The time
of updates

Fig. 20: The time
of updates

Fig. 21: The time
of updates

Fig. 22: The time
of updates

Our scheme mainly realizes search, dynamic update, forward
security and attribute access control based on these Personal
Health Records. Collecting data is not the focus of our scheme.
Therefore, wearing devices are not involved in our experi-
ment. We use a constrained platform (i.e., 2.4GHz Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5 CPU 2GB RAM) to simulate IoT gateway. In
order to evaluate the performance of our scheme, we also make
comprehensive comparisons with existing schemes [31, 32].

Efficiency of trapdoor generation. When a user (i.e.,
doctor or nurse) wants to search attribute value containing
an interested keyword, she/he generates a search trapdoor and
sends it to the cloud server. In order to evaluate the efficiency
of trapdoor generation, we show trapdoor generation time
according to different numbers of keywords, attributes and
files, respectively. As shown in Figs. 5,6,7, the time of trapdoor
generation is nearly constant, which is about 0.5 us. Therefore,
the time of trapdoor generation is not related with the numbers
of keywords, attributes and files. In addition, compared with
schemes [31, 32], our scheme is much more efficient for
trapdoor generation. Scheme [32] is the least efficient in these
three schemes because it involves public key encryption.

Efficiency of Search. In the proposed scheme, the cloud
server needs to search based on the secure index and attribute
access array. In Figs. 8-15, we show the relationship between
the time of searching index T and the number of keywords,
the number of attributes and the number returned matched
values, respectively. To enhance the accuracy, we repeat 10
times for each experiment and take the average. We show how
the number of attributes and the number of matched values
impact on the search time when the number of keywords

is unchanged in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, As shown in Fig. 8, we
use different colors to represent different numbers of matched
values. When the number of keywords and the number of
attributes are unchanged, the search time increases with the
number of matched values increasing. As shown in Fig. 9, we
use different colors to represent different numbers of attributes
contained in PHR database. When the number of keywords and
the number of matched values are unchanged, the search time
is almost unchanged even if the number of attributes increases.
We show how the number of attributes and the number of
matched values impact on the condition search time when the
number of keywords is unchanged in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. We
can observe the experimental result is similar with previous
analysis.

We show how the number of keywords and the number of
matched values impact on the search time when the number
of attributes is unchanged in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. As shown
in Fig. 12, we use different colors to represent different
numbers of matched value. When the number of keywords and
the number of attributes are fixed, the search time increases
with the number of matched values increasing. In Fig. 13,
we use different colors to represent the different numbers of
attributes. When the number of attributes and matched value
is unchanged, as the number of keywords changes, the search
time is almost unchanged. Finally, we show how the number
of keywords and the number of matching values impact on
the condition search time when the number of attributes is
unchanged in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15. Moreover, we compare the
keyword search efficiency and the condition search efficiency
of our scheme with those of schemes [31, 32]. As shown
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in Fig. 16, the keyword search efficiency of our scheme is
obviously better than schemes [31, 32]. Since the scheme
[32] cannot realize condition search, we only compare the
condition search efficiency of our scheme with scheme [31].
As presented in Fig. 17, the condition search efficiency of our
scheme is obviously better than scheme [31].
Efficiency of secure index update. In Fig. 18 and Fig. 19,
we show the time of secure index update. The maximum
number of files is set to 10000 and 50000 in these two
figures, respectively. We show how the update time changes
when the number of attributes is fixed and the number of
keywords changes in Fig. 18. As the number of updated
keywords increases, the update time increases. We show how
the update time changes when the number of update keywords
is fixed and the number of attributes changes in Fig. 19. As
the number of update attributes increases, the update time is
almost unchanged. However, when the largest number of files
increases, the update time increases. We compare the update
time of our scheme with those of schemes [31, 32], Fig. 20
shows that the update time of scheme [32] is much more than
that of our scheme and scheme [31], and the update time of
our scheme is almost the same as that of scheme [31].
Efficiency of attribute access array update. In Fig. 21
and Fig. 22, we show the time of attribute access array
update. In Fig. 21, we show how the number of update
users impacts on the update time. Legend n/m denotes the
number of attributes/the allowed largest number of files in
the scheme. With the number of updated users increasing,
the update time increases linearly. We show how the number
of added attributes impacts on the update time in Fig. 22.
Legend n/m represents the number of added users/the allowed
largest number of files. With the number of added attributes
increasing, the update time increases linearly. Moreover, we
can observe that the update time increases when the allowed
largest number of files increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore how to achieve forward-secure
privacy-preserving search based on keyword for IIoTH system.
We propose the first DSSE scheme that can be well applied
into PHR files database and resist file injection attacks. In
order to achieve the design goal, we construct the secure
index based on hash chain and realize fine-grained search on
the database of attribute-value type. In addition, we achieve
efficient access control to protect the privacy of patients’ PHR
files in our scheme. The detailed security analysis and exper-
iments illustrate the security and efficiency of our scheme.
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